
Security and Privacy Guidelines

,----------, 
�A.Younger group-)
, _________ _ 

This applies to anyone under 14 years of age. They should only sign up with parent's 

approval and only be allowed to use the app in the PRIVATE setting. This means that they 

live in their own online world inside Mishon. No one can see their posts or contact them 

except those they allow follow them. They can block anyone from following them that 

they don't know. They choose who to follow and we can use this as an online safety tool 

to teach the girls to only interact with members in their Unit, Unit Leaders and their own 

family. When they post they should choose a general location e.g. Galway. They shouldn't 
post live events.  

,----------, � B. Middle group. ) 
, _________ _ 

This applies to those between 14 and 18. years. As with all social networking 

apps, they should sign up with parent's approval. They are allowed to use the 

app on private or public setting depending on their parent's permission. They 

should only follow or interact with people they know. We have a security 

feature that means both people have to follow each other in order to be able 

to send private direct messages (DM).  

If any bad comments appear, there is a report link where they can be 

reported and will be removed by Mishon.  Irish Girl Guides also have access 

and can shut down anyone who doesn't behave appropriately online. Any 

accounts with abuse will be deleted and not reinstated. Because Mishon work 

in education we have a zero tolerance on bullying. We want to create a fun 

friendly space for everyone to interact and support each other online. 

,----------,
� C. Older group. 

 
)

Anyone over 18 years of age is expected to know how to behave online and set 

the privacy levels they wish to. As above, any inappropriate behaviour can be 

reported. Unit profiles should only be set up by Leaders over 18 years. 
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Mishon App Buttons 
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CREATE POST 

Upload all your fun photos and 

videos from your adventures. 

MY MISHON 

Find this button in the top right to 

view your score & leaderboard. 

GO EVENT 

Create a go event and invite all 

your friends. 

SEARCH 
Yep you guessed it :) You can 
search for everything. 

CHANGE VIEW 

You have two ways to explore all 

challenge cards. 

FILTER 

Use this button to filter or adjust 

your photos when you post. 

EXPLORE 

Use this button to find all the latest posts 

from your friends. 

HOME 

Find and vote for new challenge uploads 

from your friends. 

CHALLENGES 

Tap here to find fun challenges that help 

win you moon kilometres. 

MAP 

Use your map button to find Daily Crates, 

challenges & events nearby.

YOUR PROFILE 

This is all about you:) Find your 

backpack, friends & privacy settings. 

UPLOAD 

If you see this orange button you can 

upload to the challenge. 

What is Mishon Moon?

Mishon Moon is Irish Girl Guides new outdoor fundraising initiative. We walked from the North to South 
Pole easily in 2016 and so we are setting our sights on the Moon! The Moon is 363,104km from Earth and 
we need everyone in IGG to get outdoors, get active and help us get there! We have from 22 February until 
July to complete this Mishon. We are using a crowdfunding model of fundraising to ask people to sponsor a 
euro per kilometre. The money raised is going towards the costs of the new National Training Centre. We 
will be updating the distance covered and amount raised on both IGG's profile on Mishon and on IGG's 
website. The link to enable people to sponsor you/your Unit will be available soon. You can also share your 
achievements via the App to your own social media pages. 

What is Mishon?

Mishon is an adventure app developed by Irish entrepreneur Brendan Morrissey and Bear Grylls. It's aim 

is to encourage people to get outdoors walking/hiking/camping/cycling/surfing/anything-ing and to 

complete challenges. Irish Girl Guides is partnering with Mishon to enable us to track our members' 

collective achievements. It's free to download and is a great app for parents to download with their

children and learn about online safety and setting security settings. 

To clock up our kilometres, we are asking all members, their families and friends to download the app

after it is launched on 22 February in Dunsink Observatory. Set up a profile for you and/or your Unit. 

To have have your adventures counted towards our 363,104km Mishon Moon, you must share your

achievements to Irish Girl Guides on the app by clicking on the three dots in the top right corner and

selecting 'Send as a message' and put #GirlGuidesWalktotheMoon in the message. Friends and family

can donate kilometres too and use the app.

 

How to Earn Points on Mishon 

Networking: you can use Mishon as a network and post daily about your adventures/ outdoor 

lifestyle using the Mishon Go button. You earn points for posting, sharing on your networks, liking, 

tagging, following, adding friends, bookmarking, messaging, commenting on posts etc. Leaders can 

set up a Unit profile for just their Unit to post and share their activities privately. If setting up a Unit 

profile please add IGG to the profile name. 

Challenges: you can do Challenges daily. Select one then post image or video proof for the 
Mishon community to verify. You can write a review too, just like on Trip Advisor.

Daily Crates: collect daily crates and post image or video proof that you did the Mishon. All 
points end up on your profile and moves you up the leaderboard. Points will also allow you to 
earn Virtual Badges on your profile. 

Mishon Go Events: you can set up Mishon Go Events and invite your Unit/friends to join you. Post 

into that event to ask the community to verify you achieved it.

The Irish Girl Guides will set up a profile where you can add all users and invite them to Mishon 

Go Events, create instructional videos, Challenge users to fun Mishons. The Irish Girl Guides 

Mishon account will become the biggest account and no 1 on the leaderboard. A great way to 

build your corporate identity because it can also be shared across all users networks. 

If you think of other ways to motivate or encourage users to become active daily we would love to 

get your feedback 
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